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Start with Self-Discovery
Strengthen with Student Inventories
Supply Opportunities for Choice
Speak their Language

Communicating
with the Blue
• When Blues listen,
they focus on more
than words.
• Your message will not
get through fully to a
Blue if a relationship
is not first established.
• Blues don’t want to let
anyone down, so we
should be wary of
overwhelming them.

• Blues may portray the
opposite of what they are
feeling.
• Blues get frustrated at
the insincerity of the,
“Hey, how are you?”
ritual.
• Blues are saying right
now, “This is so cool! I
love how this will help
me relate to other
people!”

The World vs. Blue
Creating STRESS for Blues…

Succeeding with the Blues…

-

-

-

Broken promises
Too much negative criticism
Deception
Not discussing what is occurring
Completing paperwork as a priority
Clock-watching
Conflict
Placing the “system” as a priority
above people
Being constantly compared to others
and not evaluated as an individual
Too much conformity without outlets
for individual expression

-

Spend quality time one-on-one
with them
Be aware that they wear their
heart on their sleeve
Listen to them as they listen to
you
Be supportive
Share your thoughts and
feelings
Praise their creativity

Communicating with Golds
• Golds can come across as
businesslike.
• In conversation, they want
structure.
• “Can we do it the way we
have always done it?”
• Golds listen for details.
• Golds are thinking right now,
“Slow down! I am still
writing notes on Blues!”

The World vs. Gold
Creating stress for Golds…
- Incomplete answers or
ambiguous tasks
- Disorganization
- Too many things going on
at one time
- Waste
- Non-conformity
- Changing details
- Haphazard attitude
- Lack of structure/direction

Succeeding with Golds…
- Remember to be on time
- Try to be extra efficient
and organized
- They are generous but
like things to be returned
- Do what you say you will
do
- Be dependable and loyal
- Respect their need for
security

Communicating with
Oranges
• Oranges are
confident, loud, and
casual
• “Now” oriented
• Oranges listen for
entertainment,
usefulness, and
relevance
• They are constantly
looking for
opportunities

• They want forthright
communication
• They are trying to
accomplish a goal with all
communication
• When talking to an Orange,
encapsulate your
information into bite-size
pieces
• Give Oranges choices and
ask for their suggestions

The World vs. Orange
Creating Stress for
Oranges…
- Too much responsibility
- Redundancy
- Deadlines
- Rules and regulations
- Being stuck at a desk
- “How to” directions
- Too much attention to
product and not enough
to performance/results
- Abstract concepts

Succeeding with the
Orange…
- Be active and don’t slow
them down!
- Be spontaneous and fun
- Compete in fun when
appropriate
- Be adventuresome and
optimistic
- Be energetic and ready
to go!

Communicating with Greens
• Greens communicate for
the purpose of gaining or
sharing information.
• Their favorite line is, “And
your point is?”
• Greens listen for
information and want to
know the purpose for that
particular communication.

• Greens usually
don’t show
emotion.
• When talking to a
Green, be prepared
to defend your
position!
• Greens are thinking
now, “How will this
help me with
people, again? I
don’t need help
with people. Why
would I?”

The World vs. Greens
Creating stress for Greens…
- Not being in charge
- Lack of independence
- Elaborate use of adjectives
- Incompetence
- Emotional displays
- Lack of options
- Inability to use or display
knowledge
- Small talk
- Routine
- Social functions

Succeeding with Greens…
- Be aware of their curiosity
about life
- Give things that challenge
their problem-solving abilities
- Respect their need for
independence
- Know that they are caring
even though they may not
show their feelings much
- Respect their ideas

Patti Labelle song “New Attitude”
• I'm feeling good from my hat to my shoe,
Know where I am going and I know what to do,
I've tidied up my point of view,
I've got a new attitude.

Reframing blue
Others see blue as:
• overemotional
• bleeding heart
• mushy
• not of this world
• flaky, unrealistic
• hopelessly naïve
• too tender hearted
• a pushover, weak
• too “touchy-feely”
• just pathetic

Choose to see blue:
• warm
• caring, compassionate
• romantic
• spiritual
• idealistic
• see potential for people
• willing to work for a
cause
• unselfish
• comfortable with touch

Reframing gold
Others see gold as:

Choose to see gold:

• rigid

• stable

• controlling

• providing security

• dull, boring

• dependable

• stubborn, pigheaded

• firm

• opinionated

• always have a view on
an issue

• system-bound

• unimaginative

• efficient
• realistic

Reframing orange
Others see orange as:
• irresponsible
• flaky, wishy-washy
• not serious when they
should be
• only do what they
enjoy
• disobeying rules
• slippery, not to be
trusted
• doesn’t consider the
past or the future

Choose to see orange:

• fun-loving, enjoy life
• spontaneous
• flexible
• carefree
• proficient, capable

• problem-solver
• good negotiator
• present time focus

Reframing green
Others see green as:

Choose to see green:

• arrogant, heartless

• right a remarkable amount
of the time

• don’t care about
people

• ruthless
• unrealistic

• tough-minded, efficient

• powerful
• creative, visionary

• eccentric, weird, poor
• original, unique
dresser
• emotionally
controlled, repressed

• eminently reasonable

• avoid things they don’t
• think they are superior excel at
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